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Role Play- A Standup Special with Seaton Smith 

 

 
 

Overview 
 
Role Play is a fresh new standup special loosely based on the life and 
times of comedian Seaton Smith.  Derived from his brand new comedy 
album, Bolonga Meat, this show weaves his wildly popular standup act with 
real life stories, and stylized short film segments into hilarious chunks of 
bite-sized comedy.  
 
Seaton plays himself- along with a host of other crazy characters- in a 
series that’s one part docu- style standup, and two parts epic, action movie- 
style vignettes.  This show is the hyper-real extrapolation of the modern 
creative class… employment is temporary, sex is negotiated via cell phone, 
love and stability looked at as modern myths played out on sitcoms.  
 
Role Play is smart, cool, and ultra- connected… but mostly, this special is 
funny stories from funny people. Like this sample: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Bw-XZD5Zdc 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Bw-XZD5Zdc


 
 

 
Look & Feel 

 
Role Play takes place in the world of the standup comic… a world in which 
the absurd is every day, there’s lots of free time for hobbies like sex and 
weed, and everything can be funny in the right light.  The show is set 
anywhere Seaton goes… on the street… in the comedy clubs… on the 
road.  But the reality of these places and the way they exist in Seaton’s 
imagination are two very different things. 

 
 
 
Our unique visual style will reflect these 
realities… one part doc style verite, one 
part sexy, raffish modern cinema. 
 
 
 

Its the tension between these images that will 
bring us many of our big laughs- think True 
Hollywood Story for everyday life.  In season 
one, our sketches will come directly from 
standup routines… including our host and and 
star, Seaton Smith.  
 
 

Sketches 
 

A brief selection of season one sketch ideas.  
 
Republican Adventure-  
Seaton tells the story of the time he almost became a Republican. Using a standup 
segment w/ new sketch material and news clips, its a multi-platform mashup of funny.  
 

 



 
 

 
Bed and Breakfast 
Seaton discovers that a ‘Bed and Breakfast’ is actually just a socially acceptable venue 
for kinky sex and homemade biscuits. After breakfast, he makes his way to beautiful 
waterfall where he re-discovers the wonders of nature and tries to remember whether 
he actually knows how to swim.  
 
Rat Smack 
In this part animated adventure, Seaton tells the tale of the worst thing he ever saw.  
 
Roommate 
Rosebud wants to see Seaton’s place… but there’s a problem. His roommate is the 
grossest person he’s ever lived with… so he tries to convince her not to come over.  
 
 
College Show 
In a Roshamon type of story Seaton tries to explain to his agent why he was fired from 
a college show. Seaton explains to college kids the perils of trying to be clean- but also 
help them learn important things like what to do when you lose a condom while having 
sex.  
 
Young Girls 
Seaton gets in trouble when he calls Rosebud old and he has to explain why he hates 
young girls.  
 
My GF 
Seaton takes Rosebud to his family reunion he tries to explain about the different types 
of white woman to his aunt.  
 
How many?  
When Rosebud wants to know how many sexual partners he’s had he avoids answering 
for fear he’ll have to find out HER number. 
 
Drunk with Confidence 
Seaton is forced to re-evaluate his place in the sexual pecking order when he’s dissed by a 
drunk woman vomiting out the side of a car in the middle of the street. How can somebody with 
such little couth look at him with such disdain? Seaton needs to figure out what this means.  
 
 

 



 
 

 
Brooklyn is Dangerous 
Seaton keeps getting messed w/ my the cops, even while living among modern day Sodom. 
He’s trying to talk his way out of a parking ticket while drunk hipsters set fire to the world just 
across the street.  
 
How Real Can You Get 
Seaton’s adventure into reality television.  Seaton is “trained” on how to survive the zombie 
apocalypse.  This could serve as entire episode or a touchstone story spanning an entire 
season… there is nothing quite so surreal as “reality.”  
 
 
 
 

 


